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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

EXT. TOP SECRET SCIENCE LABORATORY DAYTIME

SCIENCE FICTIONAL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. At a

top secret science laboratory a jeep drives up to the gate.

The gate opens and the jeep drives through the gate.

CUT TO

INT. TOP SECRET SCIENCE LABORATORY

In the top secret science laboratory the scientists are hard

at work. Some of them are mixing chemicals together, with

some of the test tubes BUBBLING up and over flow out of the

test tube.

2 Scientists are up at a chalkboard figuring out the

equation on the chalkboard. The scientist on the left of the

chalkboard smiles and picks up the piece of chalk and writes

down the correct answer for the equation.

1 FEMALE SCIENTIST is looking through a microscope while

smiling. She writes down on her tablet.

3 other scientists are typing on the computers. Suddenly the

building SHAKES and DEBRIS falls from the ceiling.

The scientists look confuse and the building SHAKES again,

and more DEBRIS falls from the ceiling. The scientists freak

out and run out of the building.

CUT TO

EXT. TOP SECRET SCIENCE LABORATORY DAYTIME

The scientists run out of the building, when suddenly a

meteorite falls down from the sky and CRASHES in front of

them. They stop in front of the meteorite in surprise.

SCIENTIST 1

Did that just fall from the sky?

SCIENTIST 2

Look out!!!

Suddenly more meteorites fall down from the sky, and hit the

building, causing the building to be demolished by the

falling meteorites.

(CONTINUED)
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The scientists SCREAM in fear and run for their lives.

END OF TEASER ACT

FADE TO BLACK

ACT 1

FADE IN

INT. SWEET SMOOTHIES DAYTIME SUNNY THE NEXT DAY

HAPPY GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Next day at Sweet

Smoothies Harvey, Darcy and James are having smoothies while

sitting in the center of the restaurant.

Harvey and Darcy then start to LAUGH while James is

blushing.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

It’s not funny, I got sweaty when I

writing a 500 word essay.

HARVEY STONE

Dude it’s just an essay.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

You think that hard to do, trying

writing the essay for Christina

while trying to not get nervous

around her.

DARCY DILLIANS

You were writing an essay for

Christina? Now that’s sweaty work.

Harvey and Darcy continue to LAUGH while James blushes.

Suddenly Carla walks into Sweet Smoothies looking all

sweaty. She walks up to Harvey, Darcy and Carla and drinks

her smoothie.

CARLA STONE

I hate training.

HARVEY STONE

Hard day at the G.M.F?

CARLA STONE

They have to let me do a lot of

tests on my explosion powers. And

it feels like my body went through

the wringer...like everyday.

(CONTINUED)
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Rupert walks up to them looking all sweaty

RUPERT SKYLER

You think that’s bad, I went

through football training for a big

game and have to make time to

create my science fair project a

month early.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Wait...The science fair is a month

away?

RUPERT SKYLER

(mad)

Totally, and you better enter

something in before it’s too late

loser.

Rupert grabs James’s smoothie and walk away with it.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

He just took my smoothie away.

CARLA STONE

That what bullies do. Oh and by the

way Master Mountie wants you guys

in his office right away.

FADE TO

INT. G.M.F HQ MASTER MOUNTIE’S OFFICE.

Harvey, James and Darcy are in Master Mountie’s office,

where they are sitting in front of his desk, with Master

Mountie sitting at the back of his desk.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Good to have you young mounties

here. Now I got good news and bad

news, the good news is that Carla

is doing great at her explosive

powers training.

HARVEY STONE

(smiles)

That’s good, but what about the bad

news?

MASTER MOUNTIE

Meteorites are falling from the

sky.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

That’s insane Master Mountie,

meteorites are falling from the sky

all the time.

MASTER MOUNTIE

But they are falling towards

laboratories.

DARCY DILLIANS

So the only spots they are falling

towards are scientific

laboratories?

MASTER MOUNTIE

Yes they are. Your mission is to

find out who is behind all of this,

and stop him or her.

HARVEY STONE

We are on it Master Mountie.

Harvey and friends run out of Master Mountie’s office.

CUT TO

INT. G.M.F HQ LABORATORY

Meanwhile at the Global Mountie Force Laboratory Carla walks

into the laboratory feeling tired. She walks up to Professor

Nick and Professor Edward.

CARLA STONE

I’m back. Is this the last test I

have to take today?

PROFESSOR NICK

Oh no...You’ll be retaking all of

the tests from this morning.

CARLA STONE

WHAT?!!

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

We just want to see if you can redo

the tests for extra training.

CARLA STONE

EXTRA TRAINING?!!!

Carla gets frustrated and throws an ORANGE ENERGY BALL out

of her hands in frustration.

(CONTINUED)
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CARLA STONE

Fine!!!

The orange energy ball EXPLODES off screen.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF EDMONTON DAYTIME SUNNY

MELLOW DRAMA HEROIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

Meanwhile in the streets of Edmonton, a LITTLE GIRL runs

after a red balloon.

She follows the balloon into the middle of the road, and

catches it. Suddenly a truck comes towards her, and HONKS

it’s horn.

The little girl turns and is SCREAMS in fear. Suddenly LONG

ELASTIC ARMS come out of nowhere and wrap them around the

little girl, and pulls her out of the road. The Truck drives

down the street HONKING it’s horn. The long elastic arms

STRETCH back into the alleyway.

Suddenly an OLD LADY walks pass the alleyway and then a

MASKED THIEF walks up to her and takes out a knife and

points it at her. The old lady looks nervous and scared.

Suddenly the Masked Thief SNIFFS and is confused. looks at

his pants and they are on fire.

The Masked Thief SCREAMS and runs away from the old lady

while his pants are on fire. The Masked Thief rolls onto the

ground to put out the fire. 2 POLICE OFFICERS come up to him

and arrest him.

The Old Lady smiles with relief and walks down the street.

MELLOW PIANO MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Ian walks out of the

alleyway with a smile. His phone RINGS and he takes it out

from his pocket and put it up against his ear.

IAN LASTIC

(into his phone)

Hello? Oh hi Martha. Oh sorry I was

just taking a walk, I’ll be at

Capoeira right away. I know I got

yoga and then a photo shoot after

that. Let the limo pick me up

around the corner. OK see you soon.

Ian the walks around the corner and the limo DRIVES up to

him and he opens the back door of the limo and enters into

the limo.

CUT TO
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EXT. SCIENTIFIC OBSERVATORY HAWAII

HAWAIIAN CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. At the

Scientific observatory Harvey, Darcy and James exit out of

the G.M.F jeep and walk up to the observatory.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(smiles)

Wow, I can’t believe we are at an

observatory eh.

DARCY DILLIANS

What’s so amazing about a boring

observatory, I want to go to a

Luaua eh.

HARVEY STONE

We can do that later Darcy, but

right now we have an investigation

to do.

They walk towards the observatory.

CUT TO

INT. SCIENTIFIC OBSERVATORY

MYSTERY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The door opens

and Harvey, Darcy and James enter into the observatory. They

look around the destroyed laboratory.

Suddenly James trips over something and falls onto the

floor.

HARVEY STONE

Are you alright Jim?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Yes I just tripped over something.

DARCY DILLIANS

Yeah...A Rock.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Not some rock...a meteorite. This

is so cool!!!

HARVEY STONE

I don’t know about that Jim. I

don’t know about my meteorites, but

aren’t meteorites a different

color?

(CONTINUED)
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James uses his communicator to SCAN the meteorite. His

communicator DINGS and James reads the results.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

According to my communicator, the

meteorite...came from Earth.

DARCY DILLIANS

That’s impossible meteorites come

from space eh?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Yes, but this meteorite isn’t a

meteorite, it’s metamorphic rock.

HARVEY STONE

So we are after someone who is

throwing rocks not from space, but

from Earth at scientific places eh?

Darcy looks up at the roof of the observatory and a shocked

look appears on her face.

DARCY DILLIANS

GUYS LOOK OUT!!!

Darcy pushes Harvey and James out of the way and a meteorite

CRASHES through the roof of the observatory. James freaks

out and SCREAMS like a little girl.

CUT TO

EXT. SCIENTIFIC OBSERVATORY HAWAII

Harvey, Darcy and James run out of the observatory, as more

rocks fall from the sky like meteorites and hits the

observatory DESTROYING it into pieces.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(freaks out)

That’s a close 1.

Suddenly more meteorites fall from the sky, down at Harvey

and friends. Harvey PROJECTS a FORCE FIELD out of his hand

to block the incoming meteorites, causing them to SMASH

against the force field and BREAK into pieces.

DARCY DILLIANS

The rocks must be falling from

somewhere.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Do you the angle of where they are

coming from, I say that we are

coming from the mainland.

HARVEY STONE

If they’re coming from the

mainland, we better find out who’s

doing all of this, but first I’ll

destroy more of these incoming

rocks.

Harvey FIRES LIGHTNING BOLTS out from his force field at the

incoming falling meteorites. the lightning hits the falling

meteorites hitting them and causing them to EXPLODE.

Harvey then TURNS OFF his force field making it DISAPPEAR

and they run towards the G.M.F jeep. Suddenly a meteorite

CRASHES onto the jeep, CRUSHING it into pieces.

DARCY DILLIANS

There goes out way down.

HARVEY STONE

The meteorites are still falling. I

keep on destroying as many

meteorite as I can until we can get

our way out of here and head

towards the direction to where

these meteors are coming from.

Harvey FIRES ICE BEAMS out of his hands at the incoming

meteorites, FREEZING them in midair. He then FIRES

ELECTRICITY out of his body at the frozen meteorites and

SHATTER them into pieces.

HARVEY STONE

That’s the best I can. Now let’s go

to the direction where those

meteorites are coming from.

Harvey uses his ICE POWERS to CREATE an ICE SURFBOARD. He,

Darcy and James hop onto the surfboard and Harvey makes it

FLOAT into the air with his ice powers, and they ZOOM off

towards the mainland.

CUT TO
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EXT. EDMONTON PARK DAYTIME SUNNY

Meanwhile at the Edmonton park a scared cat is stuck up in a

tree. A LITTLE GIRL leaps up and down to try to get her cat

out of the tree.

Ian walks up to the little girl wondering what’s going on.

IAN LASTIC

Is something wrong?

LITTLE GIRL

My cat is stuck in this tree.

Ian looks up at the tree and then the little girl. He then

turns to his photo shoot being setting up, and then smiles

at the little girl.

IAN LASTIC

(to the little girl )

I’ll get your cat down, but you

better close your eyes first.

The Little Girl covers her eyes. Ian STRETCHES his elastic

arms up to the little cat and takes her off of the tree

branch. He STRETCHES his elastic arms back and pets the cat.

IAN LASTIC

Alright you can open them.

The Little Girl uncovers her eyes and smiles to sees her cat

is out of the tree. She grabs her cat and smiles.

LITTLE GIRL

Thank you sir.

The Little Girl runs away from Ian with her cat in her arms.

MARTHA NEMEER in her 40’s, serious, formal, nice, diligent,

polite, obedient, has brown hair and wears glasses runs over

to Ian.

MARTHA NEMER

(to Ian)

Ian we have the photo shoot ready.

What are you doing over here?

IAN LASTIC

I climbed up to save a little

girl’s cat from this tree.

Martha and Ian walk over to the photo shoot.

CUT TO
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INT. G.M.F HQ LABORATORY

Meanwhile back at the G.M.F Laboratory Carla has an mad look

on her face while FIRING ORANGE EXPLODING ENERGY BALLS out

of her hands, at the target hitting them and making them

EXPLODE on impact.

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

Very good Carla. Do it again.

CARLA STONE

(tired)

Again!!! Will I ever end?

PROFESSOR NICK

It will end when you complete all

of the tests again.

CARLA STONE

(angry)

Oh come on!!!

Carla’s body GLOWS with ORANGE ENERGY and she throws a punch

onto the table causing it to EXPLODE on impact.

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

Wow. Anger increases your exploding

powers.

Professor Edward writes down the results on his clipboard.

Carla FIRES an ORANGE EXPLODING ENERGY BALL out of her hand

in anger, causing it to EXPLODE off screen.

PROFESSOR NICK (O.S)

Hey you blow up my lunch.

CUT TO

EXT. WASATCH MOUNTAIN RANGE UTAH LATER

MYSTERY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The floating ice

surfboard FLIES towards the Wasatch Mountain range, where

there are big chunks of the mountain torn off.

DARCY DILLIANS

These meteorites came from

Greenland.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Whoever is doing this, he really

knows his geology.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

Now the question is where is the

guy who is doing all of this?

Suddenly 100s of meteorites come down from the sky, and head

towards Harvey and friends. They turn up to the sky and are

in shock.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT 1

ACT 2

FADE IN

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. James SWEATS in

fear and hides behind Darcy.

DARCY DILLIANS

What do I look like a human shield?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(scared)

Well, you are a foot taller then

me.

HARVEY STONE

Guys, you know I have electric and

ice powers. I’ll just destroy them

with my lightning.

DARCY DILLIANS

But what about the city?

Darcy points her finger to the city down from the mountains,

where the meteorites are heading towards.

HARVEY STONE

Oh yeah, I forgot about that eh

Harvey FIRES ICE BEAMS out of his hands at the incoming

meteorite who are heading towards him, Darcy and James. The

ice beams hit the meteorites and FREEZING them in SOLID ICE.

The frozen meteorites fall to the ground and SHATTER on

impact.

Harvey FIRES LIGHTNING BOLTS out of his feet, LAUNCHING him

into the air. He uses his ICE POWERS To CREATE an ICE GLIDER

and glides down towards the city.

CUT TO
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EXT. SALT LAKE CITY UTAH

Harvey glides down in the streets of Salt Lake City. People

in the streets run for cover from the meteorites.

Harvey PROJECTS a FORCE FIELD out of his hands over the

entire city.

The Meteorites hit the force field, causing them to EXPLODE

on impact. Suddenly a big meteorite comes down and CRASHES

onto the force field causing it to EXPLODE on impact.

Harvey SWEATS from his forehead, while holding the force of

the big EXPLOSION back from the impact of the meteorite.

Harvey uses his ELECTRICITY POWERS to turn off the force

field and smiles with relief.

James and Darcy arrive in the streets and walk over to

Harvey.

HARVEY STONE

How did you guys get down here

quickly?

DARCY DILLIANS

The G.M.F sent us another jeep.

MYSTERY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly small

pieces of the meteorites fall down from the sky and fall all

over Harvey, James and Darcy. They cover their heads from

the falling pieces.

James picks up 1 of the pieces of meteorite and uses his

wrist communicator to SCAN it. James looks at his wrist

communicator and is in shock.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Guys check this out. These

meteorites are real meteorites.

HARVEY STONE

So this guy now has the gravity

powers to pull real meteors from

outer space.

Suddenly another meteorite comes down from the sky and heads

towards Harvey and the others. Harvey throws a LIGHTNING

BOLT out of his hands at the meteorite hitting it and

causing it to EXPLODE.

PLAT TON (O.S)

Curses!!!

(CONTINUED)
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Darcy turns her attention to PLAT TON in his 40’s, smart,

evil, obsessive, rude, selfish, bald and wears an eye patch

over his right eye, who is shaking his fist in anger.

DARCY DILLIANS

Hey you !!!

PLAT TON

Uh-Oh.

Plat Ton uses his GRAVITY POWERS to FLY into the air, to get

away from Harvey, Darcy and James.

DARCY DILLIANS

I think I know who is targeting

these places of science.

Harvey, James and Darcy turn their attention to the Salt

Lake City Science Center.

HARVEY STONE

At least we saved the Salt Lake

City Science Center, now let’s head

back to base to find out who was

that guy.

FADE TO

INT. G.M.F HQ LABORATORY

Back at the G.M.F Laboratory Harvey, James and Darcy are up

at the computer, with Darcy TYPING down on the keyboard

searching for Plat Ton.

Carla walks over to Harvey, James and Darcy looking all

sweaty. She sits on a stool feeling tired and mad.

DARCY DILLIANS

(to Carla)

The professor put you through the

wringer with your powers?

CARLA STONE

(mad)

Yes, and I’m sick of it. I’m

starting to rethink about the G.M.F

HARVEY STONE

If you don’t want to join the G.M.F

then fine, but you still need to

control your powers.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(looking at he computer)

Is that the person you saw earlier

at Salt lake City?

DARCY DILLIANS

Yes it is.

Plat Ton’s information appears on the computer.

DARCY DILLIANS

It saids here that his name is Plat

Ton. He was rejected from several

different science places all over

the world.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

It saids here the reason why

because his scientific experiments

are too extreme and got his

scientist license taken away.

HARVEY STONE

Talk about a mad scientist.

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

You kids better find him before he

strikes again.

Suddenly a meteorite CRASHES through the ceiling of the

laboratory and CRASHES onto the floor.

CARLA STONE

Did that just happened?

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Plat Ton FLOATS

through the hole in the ceiling and lands onto the floor. He

LAUGHS evilly when he land on the floor.

HARVEY STONE

Plat Ton I take it.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Please don’t throw any rocks at us,

especially me.

James hides behind Darcy while his body shakes his fear.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I have a sensitive body.

(CONTINUED)
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PLAT TON

I’m not here for you, I’m here for

this lab.

DARCY DILLIANS

We know your back story, but why

are you doing this?

PLAT TON

If I can’t be a scientist then no

one can be one neither. Then I

drank an energy drank that gives me

the power of gravity control which

causes me to control the gravity of

anything.

HARVEY STONE

Now we know about the meteorites

hitting the science centers and

laboratory, and now it’s time to

stop you.

PLAT TON

We will see about that.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Plat raises

his hand in the air and STATIC ENERGY comes out of it. He

points his hand at the wall of the laboratory, and STATIC

ENERGY appears on the wall, and TEARS the metal off of the

wall.

He throws it at Harvey and the others. Harvey FIRES ICE

BEAMS out of his hands down on the floor CREATING an ICE

WALL. The piece of metal hits the ice wall causing it to

SHATTER on impact.

Harvey leaps through the air and ELECTRICITY appears on his

left foot. He throws a flying jump kick at Plat, hitting him

in the chest and then covers his fist in ICE. He throws an

uppercut punch at Plat hitting him in the head.

PLAT TON

What was that for?

HARVEY STONE

Destroying all of the science

places.

PLAT TON

(mad)

I was just doing that for revenge.

I went to college!!!

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

Well college man, what do you say

about this.

Harvey CREATES a GIANT ICE HAMMER from behind Plat. He

throws it down behind him. Plat turns around and uses his

gravity powers on it, causing it to FLOAT into the air.

PLAT TON

It’s hammer time!!!

Plat uses his GRAVITY POWERS to RAPIDLY SLAMS the ice hammer

all over the laboratory. The ice hammer heads down towards

Carla.

DARCY DILLIANS

Carla look out !!!

Carla leaps off of the stool, and the ice hammer CRUSHES it

into pieces. Carla gets mad and ORANGE GLOWING ENERGY

APPEARS on her body.

CARLA STONE

(mad)

I was resting on that!!!

GLOWING ORANGE LIGHT APPEARS from under Plat’s feet. Plat

looks down and has a confuse look on his face. A BIG

EXPLOSION comes out from under his feet and LAUNCH Plat into

the air. Plat SCREAMS like a coward as he flies through the

air by the explosion. Plat uses his GRAVITY POWERS on

himself and FLIES through the air.

PLAT TON

Thanks for the lift. Now it’s time

to make it rain!!!

Plat raises his hands in the air and they GLOW with PURPLE

STATIC ENERGY. Harvey has a serious worried look on his

face, while the others look worried.

CUT TO

EXT. EDMONTON FOREST SUNSET

Meanwhile in the Edmonton forest Ian is at a photo shoot

posing for a picture. The PHOTOGRAPHER takes the picture,

causing the camera to FLASH LIGHT out from it.

THE PHOTOGRAPHER (O.S)

Alright Ian that’s a wrap.

(CONTINUED)
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The Photographer puts his equipment away, and Ian walks over

to Martha.

MARTHA NEMER

Alright Ian, next you have your

bassoon lessen, then you have sambo

class, and you’ll be done for

today.

IAN LASTIC

That sounds great Martha.

THE PHOTOGRAPHER (O.S)

Hey are those meteorites?

Ian and Martha look up to the sky, and see the falling

meteors.

MARTHA NEMER

They are, but where are they

falling to?

IAN’S P.O.V

Ian sees the meteorites are falling towards the G.M.F HQ.

RETURN TO SCENE

IAN LASTIC

To that building!!

CUT TO

INT. G.M.F HQ LABORATORY

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Meteorites

CRASH through the ceiling of the laboratory, and Harvey

FIRES LIGHTNING BOLTS out of his hands at the falling

meteorites, hitting them and causing them to EXPLODE.

Carla has a mad look on her face as she FIRES EXPLODING

ENERGY BALLS at the incoming meteorites hitting them and

causing them to EXPLODE on impact.

Darcy, James and the Professors dodge the incoming

meteorites and duct for cover.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(freaks out)

I would rather dodge dodge balls

then these.

(CONTINUED)
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Then Master Mountie comes into the laboratory with a shocked

look on his face.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Meteorites are hitting the

headquarters.

HARVEY STONE

We know that Master Mountie.

Harvey FIRES LIGHTNING BOLTS out of his fingers at the

incoming meteorites, hitting them and causing them to

EXPLODE.

Carla raises her hands in the air and ORANGE ENERGY APPEARS

on the falling meteorites. She SNAPS her fingers and causes

them to EXPLODE.

CARLA STONE

And the guy who is doing all of

this is right here in the

laboratory.

Plat EVILLY LAUGHS as he uses his GRAVITY POWERS to make

everything FLOAT in the laboratory.

Harvey FIRES ELECTRICITY out of his hands at Plat, but he

dodges the attack and FLIES towards him. Carla’s hand GLOWS

ORANGE and she pushes Plat away from Harvey.

PLAT TON

Hey why am I glowing orange?

Plat EXPLODES and SMOKE to cover the laboratory. The smoke

CLEARS and Plat is covered in smoke and ash. He COUGHS SMOKE

out of his mouth and is in pain.

PLAT TON

That explains it.

Harvey CREATES an ICE BATTERING RAM and LAUNCHES it at Plat,

hitting him in the chest and LAUNCH him across the

laboratory.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Surrender now Plat.

PLAT TON

I am not surrendering!!!

Plat raises his hands in the air and PURPLE STATIC ENERGY

APPEARS all over his body.

(CONTINUED)
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PLAT TON

I’m going to destroy science, even

if I have to take extreme

measures!!!

CUT TO

EXT. EDMONTON FOREST SUNSET

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Back outside

Ian and Martha watch as more meteorites come down towards

G.M.F

Ian has a serious look on his face and knows what he has to

do. Ian SQUATS down and his legs TURN RUBBERY. He LAUNCHES

into the air and uses his ELASTIC ARMS to STRETCH out his

arms at the trees.

He launches himself off of the trees and head towards the

G.M.F HQ.

MARTHA NEMER

Ian what are you doing?!!

IAN LASTIC

I’m going to destroy those

meteorites, before they do more

damage!!!

Ian STRETCHES out his ELASTIC arms and swings through the

air. FLAMES APPEARS out of his arms and he FIRES a STREAM OF

FIRE at the meteorites hitting them and causing them to

EXPLODE.

Ian smiles and he heads down towards the G.M.F HQ.

CUT TO

INT. G.M.F HQ LABORATORY

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Ian goes

through the hole in the ceiling and FLOATS in the

laboratory.

IAN LASTIC

Wow this is new.

HARVEY STONE

Ian?

(CONTINUED)
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IAN LASTIC

Hi there.

PLAT TON

Look kid you’re standing in the way

of me and destroying all science.

Plat use his GRAVITY POWERS on the ceiling RIPPING the ROOF

off of the laboratory. A GIANT METEORITE comes falling

towards the Laboratory.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(freaks out)

Holy Cow, that meteorite is as big

as Ontario.

PROFESSOR NICK

It will take a miracle to destroy

that.

IAN LASTIC

Allow me to destroy that meteorite.

Ian BLOWS on his thumb, making his arm to GROW BIGGER.FLAMES

APPEARS on his arm and he throws a punch right at the giant

meteorite hitting it and causing it to EXPLODE.

PLAT TON

NO!!!!

CARLA STONE

(smiles)

I think it’s time to blow this guy

sky high.

Carla raises her hand in front of her and PROJECTS ORANGE

ENERGY LIGHT out from it and hits Plat, causing ORANGE LIGHT

to appear on his body. She SNAPS her fingers causing Plat to

EXPLODE. Plat collapses onto the floor in pain.

HARVEY STONE

Now to put this guy on ice.

Harvey SNAPS his fingers and FREEZES Plat in a BLOCK OF ICE.

The Gravity in the laboratory returns to normal and

everything FLOATS down to the floor.

MASTER MOUNTIE

(smiles)

Good team work everyone.

(CONTINUED)
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CARLA STONE

From the training and the fight

today, I’m going to take a break

from the G.M.F.

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

And speaking of the G.M.F I think

Ian will be a great part of the

G.M.F.

Suddenly Ian’s cellphone RINGS. He takes it out from his

pocket and looks at it.

IAN LASTIC

Sorry, but I got to go. My

assistant is outside of the HQ.

HARVEY STONE

Hey allow me to show you the way

out.

Ian then walks out of the laboratory with a sad look on his

face.

PROFESSOR NICK

Ian Lastic has elastic and fire

powers.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I hope he can change his mind about

the G.M.F

CUT TO

INT. IAN’S MANSION DINING ROOM LATER

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Back at Ian’s

mansion, Martha OPENS the dining room door for Ian. Ian

enters into the dining room and walks up to his mother MYRNA

LASTIC in her late 40’s, smart, nice, polite, quite, has

long blonde hair and green eyes is eating her dinner.

IAN LASTIC

Hey mom, do you know where father

is?

Myrna points her finger down to the end of the long dining

room table. Ian looks down the table and his father is

eating dinner in the darkness.

Ian walks down the long dinner table to his father.

(CONTINUED)
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IVAN LASTIC

Martha said that you used your

powers today without permission

from me.

IAN LASTIC

There were people in that building,

what am I suppose to do...let them

die?

IVAN LASTIC

Perhaps...Perhaps not.

IAN LASTIC

But I have to...

IVAN LASTIC

(interrupts)

You use your powers in training,

which happens on the weekends.

Understand?

IAN LASTIC

Yes father.

IVAN LASTIC

Good, now due to your incident with

your powers today, Martha will be

by your side so you won’t use your

powers in public.

IAN LASTIC

Yes father.

Ivan STRETCHES out his arm down the long dining room table.

He picks up the salt at the other end of the table and

stretches it back at him. He shakes the salt onto his food.

Ian walks away from his father with a sad look on his face.

CUT TO

INT. G.M.F HQ LABORATORY

HAPPY GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Back at the G.M.F

laboratory Harvey, and friends are cleaning up the

laboratory . Harvey is leaning on his broom thinking about

Ian.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

You OK Harvey?

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

Yeah I am just thinking about Ian.

He’s so popular, but he has a busy

life.

DARCY DILLIANS

I was wondering how he got his

powers of his eh?

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

Like with Carla, she doesn’t

experience pain from her powers.

PROFESSOR NICK

She inherited her powers from your

father, after he got his powers

after drinking a power up energy

drink.

MASTER MOUNTIE

I expect that it’s something to do

with his father.

HARVEY STONE

You think his father got something

to do with Ian’s powers?

MASTER MOUNTIE

Yes, but in the mean time let’s

continue cleaning this up.

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

And after that we’ve got to do more

testing with Carla.

ORANGE ENERGY APPEARS all over the Professors’ bodies.

PROFESSOR NICK

And it’s going to be a lot more

where those came from.

Suddenly the orange energy EXPLODES on the professors,

causing SMOKE to APPEAR out of them. The smoke CLEARS and

the professors are covered in ash and smoke.

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

Un second thought let’s take a

break.

Professor Edward COUGHS SMOKE out of his mouth, and

Professor Nick collapse to the floor.

FADE TO BLACK


